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Badge Challenge
Earning an Achievement or Special Interest Badge can be incredibly rewarding
for a Cub Scout, in a large variety of ways. There is the excitement of actually
receiving the Badge in front of the whole Pack, the many things learned in
achieving the badge, and there are the benefits that come with setting and
achieving a goal. To encourage Cub Scouts to earn Achievement and Special
Interest Badges at home, we have created a Badge Challenge within the Kaurna
Cub Pack.
When you earn an Achievement or Special Interest Badge:
 Each Badge: You will earn a ticket into a raffle that will be drawn at the
end of every Term.
 Every Third Badge: You will earn a bonus 40 points for your Six!
***** Badges earned entirely at Cub Meetings or Weekend Activities will not count
towards the challenge. Badges partly completed at Cub Weekly or Weekend
Activities that contain a Homework Component will still be eligible. *****
So have a look through your yellow Cub Scout Record Book with your
parents/caregivers and see which Badges you would like to do at home. Then
when you’ve completed a Badge, come and talk to any leader on a Monday night
to get it signed off. Please note that due to time constraints, it is preferred that
Cubs with Badgework to get signed off arrive at around 6:20pm when possible.
For Level 1 Achievement Badges, it is sufficient to simply talk through any
discussion points with a Leader. For Level 2 Achievement Badges and Special
Interest Badges, all answers to discussion points must be written down. The
evidence required for a tasks completion varies with the Badge and can be
anything from; certificates, photographs, signature of a coach, signature of a
parent, etc.
If you don’t know where to start, or have any questions about what you have to
do for a certain badge, come and ask a Leader, or check out our “Achievement
and
Special
Interest
Badges”
document
available
online
from
http://www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/kaurna.
We hope to see some more Badges coming in soon!
Yours in Scouting,
Kaurna Cub Leaders
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